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Kremze, Czechoslovakia 
June 24th  
 
Dear Folks, 
 
Before you start sending telegrams to the War Department to find out why 
I’m not writing - I guess I better drop you a line or two.  It’s just been 
neglect on my part.  For the past week the weather has been awfully warm, 
which isn’t conducive to writing, as you know.  And I had a slight cold the 
past couple of days which made me a little miserable, but it’s all better now. 
 
The mail has been very light this past week.  I’ve received your letters of 
May 25th, June 9th, 10th, 11th, & 13th.  Your packages 
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of hair tonic, tobacco (it’s very good), and box containing the crackers, 
cheese, juice, etc. also arrived this past week.  I’m saving the crackers and 
cheese for tomorrow cause we only have two meals on Sunday.  I can’t 
complain about the other days though, cause I’m well satisfied.  We’re even 
getting lettuce and radishes and carrots and plenty of pastries.  And I’m 
afraid that I’m gaining weight again.  The only exercise I get is walking to 
and from the mess hall. 
 
I’m not getting much of a kick out of driving now.  They’re putting out rules 
and regulations right and left. 
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They have peeps patrolling the road to make sure you obey the speed limit 
of 35 miles per hour.  All the joy of driving is gone now.  No more cruising 
at 55 or 60.  Now don’t get the idea that I’m reckless, cause I’m not.  I just 
like to drive fast.  Besides that, there has to be two persons in the vehicle at 
all times, so on my day off I’m chauffeured around, so I don’t do any 
training at all. And also, now that we’re practically “garrison”, the vehicle 



has to be in tip top condition, spotless at all times.  Wednesday we’re 
having an inspection by the Regimental Commander, and personally I don’t 
think 
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I’ll pass, cause I don’t have time to do proper maintenance on it. 
 
I don’t recall whether I mentioned it before or not, but we’re in between two 
fairly large towns.  One, Krummau, is in American hands, while Budweis is 
in Russian hands.  There’s not much to see in either town, except that it’s a 
change from Kremze.  I’ve been in Budweis three times, but no more, 
cause the Russians are getting mad at us.  In fact I’m waiting for war to 
break out in this sector.  It seems that a couple of G.I.’s shot up the town 
one night, so the Russkys are clamping down.  It’s too 
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bad cause we’ve been able to buy extra supplies for our kitchen, beer for 
the fellows, photographic equipment for the Battalion photographer and I 
got myself a pair of sun glasses.  The Russians are the sloppiest soldiers in 
the world, in my opinion, but plenty rough looking.  That’s one language I’ll 
never understand.  That and Czech. 
 
Speaking of the Czechs, they sure are working themselves to death now.  
It’s harvest time and from morning till night, young and old are out in the 
fields, cutting the hay in their own primitive way.  What back breaking 
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work,  I wouldn't last a week, for sure.  I guess the people never knew 
anything different since they were born.  Even the old women, stooped with 
age are out there cutting the hay. 
 
The movies have been pretty frequent lately and not all class “Z”  pictures.  
The best one this week was “Hollywood Canteen.”  I really liked that.  
“Don’t Fence Me In”, which was featured is top too.  Can’t get it out of my 
head. 
 



We had a company party and dance last night and it was a big success.  
The Regimental Orchestra played for us and they were in the groove. 
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All the girls thought so, too.  It’s too bad that more of them can’t speak 
English.  But I’m satisfied with my girlfriend for she’s one of the few in town 
that does speak English. 
 
The Times is coming in regularly, but about a month old.  Can't think of 
anything else to write about so I’ll close with 
 
Love 
 
Ben 
 
P.S. I almost forgot.  Send me some sardines, tuna fish, peanuts and 
anything else that is good for a light snack. 
 
P.P.S.  I’m enclosing a few negatives.  I don’t want any prints of them. 
 
 
My name is _____________ 
 
I am ____________________ 

 
  
 
 


